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Related breakouts

MGT304 Automate everything: Options and best practices

MGT312 Operational automation: Set it and forget it 

MGT411-R [REPEAT] Create and use your first AWS Systems Manager 
Automation document 

MGT411-R1 [REPEAT 1] Create and use your first AWS Systems Manager 
Automation document 
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Targeting: Tagging

Identification of resources that are targeted as part of your automation; 
this may be done by key value pairs on resources within an account

Example: Key – Environment, Value – Test

You will target automation on any resources that have this key/value 
combination (in this example, everything in your test environment)

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/answers/account-management/aws-tagging-strategies/



Targeting: Accounts

Identification of targeted resources by constraining to a specific AWS 
account

Example: AWS account 1111222233334444

In this example, you will target automation on any resources that live 
within this account 

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/answers/account-management/



Targeting: Health of workload

Ensure your workload is healthy enough to support current utilization 
plus the expected impact on the workload from your activity before 
performing an action that may further degrade the health of the fleet

Example: Creating custom business-level metrics (such as orders per 
second) to identify the health of your workload

Reference: 
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudWatch/latest/monitoring/publishingMetrics.html



Targeting: Sample of fleet

Identification of targeted resources by constraining to a small sampling of 
the total in order to reduce the risk that a change impacts the fleet

Example: Canary deployments

In this example, you will target automation incrementally on the fleet, 
verifying against metrics to gain confidence to deploy in its entirety

Reference: https://wa.aws.amazon.com/wat.concept.canary-deployment.en.html



Targeting: On event

Identification of targeted resources by an event or alarm

Example: Trigger script based on an Amazon CloudWatch Event or a 
CloudWatch Alarm.

In this example, you will trigger automation on resources on the basis of a 
CloudWatch Event without human interaction

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/rc-cwe.html
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Blast radius: Understanding impact of velocity

You must understand the impact that the velocity of automation changes 
will have on your workload

Example: OS patches made to a 2-node system cause both nodes to 
reboot simultaneously. Use velocity controls to limit this behavior.

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/systems-manager-
automation.html



Blast radius: Deployment to a percentage of the fleet

You can deploy changes to a percentage of the fleet and then verify the 
changes before proceeding

Example: Deploy operating system patches to 10% of your fleet, then 
evaluate the workload performance before proceeding, or roll back if 
necessary   

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/send-commands-
multiple.html



Blast radius: Error rate

You can deploy a change, but monitor error rate metrics and pause or 
stop when above a specific threshold

Example: When deploying a change, monitor metrics for increased errors 
and pause or roll back the change

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/automation-
working-rate-controls.html
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Behavior: Default to dry run

You should always perform a dry run of any automation action to ensure 
the action targets the correct resources

Example: Automation action to remove all new database instances that 
are not tagged. Default behavior to the “--dry-run” flag if all targeting 
parameters (e.g., creation date, account number, VPC) are not provided in 
order to ensure no production or legacy systems are impacted

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/cli/latest/userguide/cli-usage-help.html



Behavior: Confirmation of environment

You should always ensure an automation action checks which 
environment the action will target. If it doesn’t match an environment 
input, default to nonaction.

Example: Automation action to reboot all instances in development 
environment. Your automation script should verify the environment it is 
running in before proceeding.

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/automation-
variables.html



Behavior: Validate inputs

Ensure that you have mechanisms to validate and reject invalid operator 
input. Do not allow free-form input.



Behavior: Permissions

Ensure you have limited human resources to only those who are qualified 
to perform automation tasks

Example: An unqualified person forces all machines to reboot because 
they did not select the proper automation document

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/auth-and-access-
control-iam-identity-based-access-control.html



Behavior: Validation

Ensure you have metrics and a mechanism to determine whether 
automation tasks have succeeded or failed

Example: Monitoring the results of automation execution in order to 
determine the success of the activity

References:

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/monitoring.html

https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/automation-
troubleshooting.html
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Managing impact: Graceful degradation queuing 
mechanisms

You may wish to use queues to reduce impact on upstream and 
downstream services as automation actions are being performed

Example: Automation is restarting upstream nodes, which, once restarted, 
abruptly increase the number of requests to downstream services as they 
catch up on existing processing requests

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/sqs



Managing Impact: Jitter

By introducing randomness to both upstream and downstream requests, 
we can spread out spikes to a more constant rate

Example: By implementing jitter to your downstream requests, you 
prevent linear impact to resources as they absorb surges in demand

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/architecture/exponential-backoff-and-jitter/



Managing impact: Idempotency

Your automation actions should always be idempotent. This will ensure 
that you can rerun actions multiple times and that all actions will be 
declarative.

Example: Setting value=1 is idempotent. Setting value=value+1 is not and 
will introduce errors if the script is executed multiple times.

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/automation-
actions.html



Managing impact: FIFO?

• Does order matter? 

• Is a structured tear down or a structured startup done before 
performing and activity? 

• Does the database need to be online before the application server?

Example: Setting value=1 is idempotent. Setting a value=value+1 is not 
and will introduce errors if the script is executed multiple times.

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/systems-manager/latest/userguide/automation-
actions.html



Managing impact: Rollback mechanisms

Ensure that you have adequate rollback mechanisms for all changes to 
your environment. This may require restoration from backup in some 
cases, or simply removing a change that was introduced.

Example: Because of increased error rates, the idempotent changes were 
rolled back to their previous settings

Reference: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSCloudFormation/latest/UserGuide/using-cfn-
rollback-triggers.html



Managing impact: Change and event calendars

You should always evaluate change/event calendars before activating 
automation actions. Ideally, you should have these accessible via an API 
call that is run before the action takes place.

Example: “No change” dates have been created, and your automation 
action will verify whether today is a “no change” date before proceeding



Managing impact: Notifications of change

Whenever a change occurs via automation, relevant parties such as 
developers and security should be informed of the change to the 
environment

Example: After successful execution of a automation workflow, a message 
was sent to a topic that was consumed by various teams, per their 
existing workflow processes

Reference: https://aws.amazon.com/sns/


